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Abstract. We consider isolated point singularities of the coupled Yang-Mills
equations in R3. Under appropriate conditions on the curvature and the Higgs
field, a removable singularity theorem is proved.

Introduction

The original removable singularity theorem of Uhlenbeck [19] in R4, states that
apparent point singularities in finite action pure Yang-Mills fields may be removed
by a gauge transformation. Uhlenbeck's theorem was extended by Parker [13] to
coupled Yang-Mills fields in R4.

In R3, finite action is too stringent a condition and may be relaxed to the
assumption that the solution (i.e., the curvature) is in L3/2. In recent work [17], it
was shown that point singularities of solutions in L312 of the pure Yang-Mills
equations are removable.

In the following, we consider the coupled Yang-Mills equations in R3. From
the point of view of mathematical physics, our equations describe the Higgs model
and have been studied extensively by Jaffe and Taubes [11]. We prove an isolated
removable singularity theorem for solutions of these equations. The sign of the
dominant lower order non-linear term plays a crucial role in this problem. In one
case, no assumptions whatsoever are needed on the Higgs field to remove the
singularity. In the other, a little more smoothness than is expected is required and
an example of a singular solution is given which shows that the requirement is
necessary. In both cases, we assume that the curvature is in L312.

To prove the theorem, we first show that the Higgs field is bounded. This
implies that its covariant derivative is square integeable and satisfies a strong
growth condition on small balls about the puncture. This is then used to show that
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the curvature is in LF for p > 3/2. Once this is known, a theorem of Uhlenbeck [20]
may be applied to obtain a "Hodge gauge" and this can be done without twisting
the underlying bundle. Then, we are able to apply the results of Hildebrandt and
Widman [8-10] for systems in diagonal form to conclude that φ and F are C00 in a
neighborhood of the puncture.

The first section consists of preliminary geometric and analytic results.
Section 2 is devoted to showing that the Higgs field is bounded. This is proved for
any n ̂  3. In Sect. 3, scalar subelliptic theory is used to obtain a first growth
condition. This section is independent of dimension and the results are true for
coupled Yang-Mills fields in dimension n, provided the curvature belongs to Ln/2

and the Higgs field to Hn(2. In Sect. 4, we use the method of broken Hodge gauges
[17, 19] to obtain the final growth condition. To illustrate the method, we do it
first in four dimensions. Because this is a purely L2 argument, and our solutions
are in L 3 / 2 in dimension three, we are required to work with weighted L2 norms
and the proof is technically more complicated. In the last section, all results are
combined to prove the theorem.

We note that the corresponding theorem in higher dimensions does not follow
directly from the techniques used here. However, by keeping track explicitly of all
constants involved, the theorem can be extended to dimensions n = 5, 6, and 7. See
[17], where this is carried out for the pure Yang-Mills equations.

We also obtain as a corollary a result for pure Yang-Mills fields in K4 having
an apparent line singularity; namely, if the field is independent of x4 and the
curvature is in L 3 / 2 in dimension four, then a possible singularity on the x4 axis is
removable by a gauge transformation. This follows from dimensional reduction (see
[11, II.6]) to a coupled field in R3 with a point singularity.

1. Preliminary Results

Let M be a domain in Rn, and η a vector bundle over M, with compact structure
group G, and Lie algebra g. Let d be exterior differentiation, δ its adjoint and
denote by [, ] the Lie bracket in G.

A connection A is a Lie algebra valued one-form which locally defines a
covariant derivative D — d + A in η. On p-forms ω,

']. (1.1)

The operator adjoint to D is the Yang-Mills operator £>*. On p-forms, ω,

D*ω = δω+*lA,*co]. (1.2)

The curvature F of the connection is a Lie algebra valued two-form defined by

F = dA+±lA,A']. (1.3)

Curvature forms of connections automatically satisfy the Bianchi identities :

DF = 0. (1.4)

Gauge transformations are sections of Autf/ which act on connections and
curvature forms according to the transformations:
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(a) A^g-'Ag + g-Hg,
(b) F^g-'Fg.
The pair (A, F) is gauge equivalent to (A, F) if there is a gauge transformation g

such that A = A9 and F = F0.
The determinant of the volume bundle over M is a line bundle of conformal

weight n. We denote by L, the determinant bundle raised to the ί/n power. Sections
of this bundle are constant in a fixed coordinate system but have weight 1 under
scale transformations.

The Higgs field φ is a section oίη®L. Therefore, in a fixed coordinate system,
φ may be regarded as a matrix valued function. Under scale changes, y = rx, φ(y)
= φ(x)/r.

The mass m is defined to be a section of L, and hence, constant in a fixed
coordinate system, but having weight 1 under scale changes.

(For a careful and rigorous discussion of conformal weights, see Parker
[13,14].)

With these definitions, the Yang-Mills-Higgs equations are

D*Dφ=-(\φ\2-m2)φ, (YMH2)

where λ is a physical constant.
Since d increases weights by 1, the equations are invariant under scale

transformations of the form y = rx.
We will make use of the fact that certain norms are invariant under scale

transformations. For example, \\φ\\Ln is invariant, and if ψ is any p-form, | | φ | | L n / P is
invariant. This leads us to

Lemma 1.1. Suppose ψeLn/p with \\ιp\\Ln/P invariant Then, given any y >0, there is a
metric g0, conformally equivalent to the Euclidian metric, in which on bounded sets in
Rn

$\ψ\nlpdx<γ. (1.5)

The lemma follows from invariance and the continuity of the Lp norms (see

[19]).
In the following, we will assume that γ has been chosen sufficiently small for

our purposes, and we point out, as we go along, the bounds needed for γ in the
proof.

Many of our estimates are obtained by using scalar subelliptic theory. We
require several known inequalities [11,19] valid for Lie-algebra valued sections
and p-forms:

\V(\ψ\)\S\Dψ\. (1.6)

Letting P72 = D*D + ZλD* + curvature, denote the co variant derivative
Laplacian, we find that

±A(\ψ\2) = (ψ,V2ψ) + \Dψ\2^(ψ,V2ιp), (1.7)

72ψ), (1.8)
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where V and A are the ordinary gradient and Laplacian on functions. The relation
between solutions of equations whose principle part is the covariant derivative
Laplacian and scalar subsolutions is given by:

Lemma 1.2. Let ψ be a p-form with values in g which satisfies an equation of the form

V2ψ + Gt(x9 ψ, Dip) = G2{x, ψ)ψ, (1.9)

where G t is a p-form with values in g, and G2 is a scalar function. Then, the scalar
function \ψ\ is a solution of the sub-elliptic inequality

Δ(\ψ\) + \G1(x,ψ, Dψ)\ ̂  G2(x, ψ) \ψ\. (1.10)

Proof Taking inner product with xp in (1.9), we obtain

From inequality (1.8) and the Schwarz inequality,

Dividing by \ψ\, proves (1.10) and the lemma.
We will require the Morrey-Moser iteration [12, Theorem 5.3.1] for sub-

solutions and next state the version of it that we use.
A function f(x) satisfies a Morrey growth condition if on small balls in M,

j \f\nl2dx£kρa, (1.11)
B(x0, ρ)

with α > 0 and k independent of ρ.

Remark, lϊ feLp with p> -, then (1.11) is automatically satisfied.

Theorem 1.3. Let UeH\{M) with L/^0, and suppose that for some λ, 1^A<2,
W— Uλ is a subsolution of an elliptic equation, i.e.,

$(yW Vζ+fWζ)dxS0, (1.12)
M

for all non-negative ζeC™(M\ where f satisfies (1.11). Then U is bounded on
compact subdomains of M, and, for xeB(xo,ρ),

\U(x)\2<-n j \U(y)\2dy. (1.13)
β B(xo,ρ + a)

(Note that the constant C depends on k and α.)
We frequently use two basic inequalities for functions geLnl2 and weH^. With

CM = Sobolev's constant,

\\g\\M2dxSCn\\g\\nl2\\VM2dx. (1.14)

This follows from Holder's inequality and the Sobolev inequality. Also, for any
μ > 0, there is a constant C(μ) such that

2dx. (1.15)
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2. A Regularity Theorem for the Higgs Field

In this section, we assume that the Higgs field is a C00 solution of the field equation

D*Dφ = ^ (\φ\2 - m2)φ (YMH2)

in the punctured unit ball B— {0}. Assumptions on φ at the origin depend upon
the sign of λ. (Note that λ^tO is the case considered by Jaffe and Taubes [11].)

The main result of this section is

Theorem 2.1. Let φ be a C00 solution of (YMH2) in B- {0}. We assume
(a) no conditions on φ if Λ > 0,
(b) φeL3 + \B) for some ε>0, if n = 3 and λ<0,
(c) φeL\B) ifn^4andλ<0,
(d) φeLnln~2(B) ifλ = 0.
Then φ is bounded in B.

That condition (b) is the right one follows from the following

Example 2.2. Suppose the structure group G is commutative and n = 3. Then, there
are solutions of (YMH2) which are C00 in B— {0}, belong to L3(B\ having
singularities at the origin which are not removable.

The example follows from results of Aviles [1], who has shown the existence of
solutions of the equation

satisfying the inequality

C l
1/2.

M(-logM) ' = v / = M (
The inequality shows that ueL3, but uφL3+ε, for any ε>0. It is also known

that the Dirichlet problem has multiple solutions (see [18]).
The result (d) for λ = 0 is due to Joel Spruck (private communication).
To prove Theorem 2.7, we make strong use of the fact that \φ\ is a scalar

subharmonic function. ,
From (YMH2) and Lemma 1.2 with Gί =0 and G2= -{\φ\2-m2\ we find that

First, we dispose of case (a). The function V= k\φ\ is a solution of

-AV+V3^ const (2.2)

for an appropriate k. Boundedness follows from the following

Theorem (Brezis and Veron [3]). Let VbeaC™ solution of (2.2) inB-{0}. Then, V
is bounded in B.
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Next, assume λ<0 and letting h= — -(\φ\2 — m2), and u = \φ\, we find from
(2.1), 2

-Au^hu. (2.3)

Integrating by parts, u is a non-negative subsolution of

jVwVζdx^jhuζdx (2.4)

for all non-negative ζeC%(B-{0}).
To prove (b) and (c), we will show that uqeH\(B) for sufficiently large q

depending on dimension and is a weak solution of (2.4) in all of B. We then apply
Theorem 1.3 of Morrey and Moser.

Throughout this section, we assume that the invariant norm §\φ\ndx?^y<yί,
where yx depends on dimension. B

Proposition 2.3. (i) If condition (b) is satisfied, then VueL2(B) and for ηeC%(B),

\η2\Vu\2dx^KJ\Vη\2u2dx. (2.5)
B B

ii) // condition (c) is satisfied, VuqeL2(B) for —— <q^- with π ^ 4 , and for
* 2 2

(2.6)

First, we show

Proposition 2.3 implies Theorem 2.1. In case (i), the estimate (2.5) shows that (2.4)
holds with ζe C%(B% or u is an Hi weak subsolution in all of B. Since /zeL 3 / 2 + ε / 2, a
Morrey growth condition holds and u is bounded by Theorem 1.3. In case (ii),
since q> 1, uq is a subsolution satisfying (2.4). The estimate (2.6) shows again that

uq is an Hi weak subsolution in all of B. Since q > , it follows from Sobolev's

lemma that \φ\eLp for p>n, and therefore heLp for p>n/2. As before, u is
bounded by Theorem 1.3.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.3.
Following Gidas and Spruck [7], we will make use of the Serrin test function
[15, 16].

For u^O, let

for 0<u<l

-q)lq) for lg,u.

We assume \<qo<q and let G(u) = F(u)F'(u). We obtain the following properties
of F and G:
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F^—lq-qouqo, (2.7a)

uF' ^ qF and hence, uG ̂  qF2, (2.7b)

G'^CF'2, with 0 0 . (2.7 c)

[Note that (2.7c) fails if q0 = 1/2.]
We will also use a sequence rjk of test functions which vanish for |x| rgεfc, tend to

1 as εk tends to zero, and such that §\Vηk\
ndx-+0, fc->oo. (Such a sequence is

constructed in [7].)

Proof of Proposition 2.3 (i). Let ηeC^{B) and η be a C°° function vanishing in a

neighborhood of the origin. With qo={+ - and q=l, we use the test function
6

ζ = (ηη)2G(u) in (2.4). Using the properties (2.7), we find that

k J (w) 2 | ΓF| 2dx ̂  J |2/^FF| | V(ηη)F\dx + j (ηη)2hF2dx

Now, 7X ̂ μ j (^/^)2|FF|2dx + C(μ) j 1 V(ηη)\2F2dx, and the first term on the right may
be absorbed on the left.

Also,

and for yx sufficiently small, the first term on the right may be absorbed on the left.
With a new constant we obtain

Using (2.7a),

-$\Vη\2u2qQdx

S C(/, q°) ( | I Vη\3dx)2l3($ u6qodx)113 .

From our choice of q0, 6qo = 3 + ε, and choosing η = ηk defined above, we see that
the right hand side tends to zero. In the limit,

K $η2\VF\2dχ£$\Vη\2F2dx. (2.8)

We now let Z->oo. F converges strongly to u in L2. By Lebesgue dominated
convergence, VF converges strongly to Vu in L2, and Proposition 2.3(i) is proved.

Proof of Proposition 23 (ii). Now let ζ = (ηη)2G(u) with qo= and

- - <qS -z Repeating the argument, for n ^ 4 , we obtain the inequality (2.8).

Since, 2qSn, F converges to uq in L2, and Proposition (2.3)(ii) is proved.
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An important consequence of Theorem 2.1 which will be used later is

Corollary 2.4. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, DφeL2(B).

Proof Integrating by parts in (YMH2),

ζ) = ̂ (\φ\2-m2)(φ,ζ). (2.9)

Letting ζ =(ηη)2φ with η = 0 in a neighborhood of the origin, we find that

f (ηη)2(Dφ, Dφ)dx g K J (ηη)2\Φ\2dx +| J (Dφ, (2ηη)d(ηη)φ)\.

With new constants,

Since φ is bounded, we can let ή->l, and

which proves the corollary.

3. A Sub-Elliptic Estimate for (F,φ)

In this section, we assume that (F, φ) is a smooth solution in B — {0} in K", of
(YMHJ and (YMH2), and that F and Dφ belong to Ln/2(B). We define the total
field h(x) = \F\ + \Dφ\ + \φ\2. The main result of this section is a preliminary growth
estimate which shows that \x\2h(x) = o(l) at the origin.

Denote by Vρ = {x\ρ/2^\x\^2ρ} the reference ring about the puncture. Let Cn

be the Sobolev constant in dimension n. We require that \\h\\nj2^y<y2, where y2 is
an explicitly given constant depending on λ, Cn and dimension. The main theorem
of this section is

Theorem 3.1. There is a constant C such that for \x\ = r

\x\2h(x)ύC\\h\\Ln/2(Vr). (3.1)

To prove Theorem 3.1, we consider solutions of the Higgs model in a bundle
over the unit reference ring Kx {3;) 1/2 ^ |y| ^ 2}. We will obtain a bound on the L00

norm of the total field h, which we state in the following:

Proposition 3.2. Let h be the total field of the smooth pair (F, φ) in a bundle over Vv

If ||^||n/2<'y2' t n e n there is a constant C such that

h(y)SC\\h\\Lnμ(Vi) (3.2)

for y belonging to the unit sphere in Vv \y\ = 1.

Before proving Proposition 3.2, we show

Proposition 3.2 implies Theorem 3.1. Map the reference ring Vr onto Vί by the scale
transformation y = x/r. The field equations are invariant under this transfor-
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mation. By assumption, and norm invariance,

Therefore, in y coordinates, F, φ, and h satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2.
Pulling back to Vri and using the fact that h(y) = r2h(x\ the inequality (3.2) becomes
the inequality (3.1). This proves the theorem.

To prove the proposition, we want to apply scalar elliptic theory and the
Morrey-Moser iteration to the scalar function h(x). The first step is

Lemma 3.3. The scalar function h is a solution of the subelliptic inequality

(3.3)

Proof We use the notation and basic identites of [11, Chap. 4, Sect. 9]. L e t / = * F ,
g = Dφ, and w = %m2-\φ\2)9

(a)

(b)

Applying (1.10) of Lemma 1.2, and the triangle inequality,

(a')

Using the field equation (YMH2) for φ and inequality (1.7),

(C)

Adding the three equations gives (3.3) with α=10 + 2|λ| and b = \λ\m2.
In the following, B(yOi r) = {y\ \y — yo\ ^ r} always denote balls which are strictly

contained in Vv

Lemma 3.4. // y<y2, there is a constant k such that

i \V{W)\Hyύ\ ί h2"dy, (3.4)
B(yo,p) a B(yo,Q + a)

where p = n/4.

Proof Integrating by parts in (3.3),

$ (3.3')

for non-negative £
By a limiting argument, we may choose ζ = η2h2p~1 with η arbitrary to obtain

+ k2$\ηV(hp)\\Vηhp\dy

+ kjbη2h2pdy
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Estimating Ix using (1.14)

2dy. (3.6)

12 is estimated using Young's inequality. For y<y2, we find

. (3.7)

Letting η — 1 on B(yo,ρ) with support in B(yo,ρ + ά) with \Vη\^2/a completes the
proof of Lemma 3.4.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Lemma 3.4, ah + b satisfies the Morrey growth
condition (1.11). We apply Theorem 1.3 with U = h31* and W= ί/4/3 if n = 3, and
U= W=hn/4' if n ^ 4 . Therefore, h is bounded and (1.13) implies that on compact
subdomains of VΛ, r

h{x)^-ϊ( J \h{y)\n/2dy)2/n (3.8)
β \B(xo,Q + a) J

for xeB(x0, ρ). Now, cover the unit sphere in V1 by a finite number of balls, to
obtain, for \y\ = 1,

This proves the proposition and therefore, Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 3.5. |x|2 |F(x)| and \x\2\Dφ(x)\ are o(l) near the origin.

(We note that by working in the reference ring Vγ we are able to obtain
estimates which are independent of the distance to the puncture. If one works
directly in the ring Vr, one has to keep track of the dependence of constants on r.)

4. An Elliptic Estimate

In this section, we improve our results to obtain a final growth condition on the
curvature F and on Dφ. Dimension is now restricted to n — 3 or 4. We assume that
FeLn/2, φ is bounded, and, hence, DφeL2 by Corollary 2.4. Since integration by
parts is crucial here, we are forced to work in an L2 setting. This is natural if n = 4,
but not if n = 3, in which case, we use weighted L2 norms. While the L2 argument
can be carried out if n = 5, 6, or 7 (see [17]) to prove the theorem, it is not strong
enough to obtain the corresponding result if rc§:8.

Our first aim in this section is to obtain a growth condition on the Higgs field.
This will then be used to estimate the curvature. Integrating by parts, we find

j \Dφ\2dx= ί (φ,D*Dφ)+ j φsΛ*(Dφ)s. (4.1)

Using the field equation (YMH2) and Schwarz inequality

J \Dφ\2dx£ f ^\φ\\\φ\2Λ-m2)dx + \ j (\φ\2 + \Dφ\2)dS. (4.2)
M^i W î ι 1*1 = 1

Making the change of variables, y = ρx, with ρ < 1, we find that

J (\Dφ\2dy^C J \φ\4dy+ j \yΓ2\Φ\2dy+^ J (\Dφ\2 + \yΓ2\φ\2)dSy.
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Denoting the left hand side by /(ρ), and using the fact that φ is bounded, (4.3)
becomes the differential inequality

+ ΪQf'iQ), if w = 3, (4.4a)

+ W(ρ), if π = 4, (4.4b)

or,

^ ( ψ ) > if n = 3, (4.4a')

which we will require in Sect. 5.
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving

Theorem 4.2. // n = 3, for any α> 1, j \x\a\F{x)\2dx< oo

dρ\ρ2 I

Integrating from ρ = r to ρ = 1 gives

Theorem 4.1. 77ze Higgs field satisfies the growth condition

f |Dφ|2rfx ^ C r , z/ n = 3, (4.5)

f | D 0 | 2 r f x ^ C r 2 l o g Ώ , i/ n = 4. (4.6)

In three dimensions, we find from Holder's inequality,

j (4.7)
\x\ύr I

(4.8)

(4.9)

From Theorem 4.2, we obtain our final growth condition

Corollary 4.3. If n = 3,

J \x\a\F(x)\2dx^Krβ, (4.10)

with β>0 and K and β independent of α. If n = 4,

j \F(x)\2dx^Krβ (4.11)

with β>0.
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We first show that

Theorem 4.2 implies Corollary 43. With n = 3, make the change of variable y = ρx
in (4.8) to obtain

ί mFiyVdy^C, j | y l W I 2 + IΦI4)^ + C2ρ J \y\«\F\2dSy.
\y\ύQ \y\UQ bl = e

Using (4.5), this gives the differential inequality

f(ρ)^aρ2 + bρf'(ρ) (4.8")

with a and fc constants. Since / ' ^ 0 , we may assume b> 1 to obtain

/ (4.8'")

- b + dρ\ριlb

Integrating proves (4.10) with β = l/b. The same argument proves (4.11).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The basic

idea of "broken Hodge gauges" is due to Uhlenbeck [19] with modifications if
n = 3 which were proved in [17]. We recall the necessary results without proof in a
sequence of lemmas.

We first consider an eigenvalue problem for a 1-form ω defined over a reference
ring l/ = {χ|l^|χ|^Ξτ}. We denote by ω s the tangential component of a form on
the boundary.

Problem I. Find ω satisfying in U, the
(a) equations: δω = 0 and δdω + μω — 0,
(b) boundary conditions: δsωs = 0 for |x| = l and |x |=τ,

(c) homology condition: j (*ω)s = 0, l ^ ρ ^ τ .
W = β

Lemma 4.4. The eigenvalues of this problem are strictly positive ifn^3. Ifn = 3, the
first eigenvalue is greater than or equal to 2.

The lemma is proved in [17].

Now, let 17*= \x ^ll^ d S* \\\\and S*= <x\\x\=-r>. The next lemma ex-

00
•ipresses the existence of broken Hodge gauges over B— [J Uι. Here ^3 is an

i = l

additional restriction on y which comes from applying the Implicit Function
Theorem, μ is the first eigenvalue of Problem I, and v is the first eigenvalue of the
Laplacian on co-closed 1-forms on S""1.

Lemma 4.5 (Broken Hodge Gauges [19]). There exist gauges for η/Uι such that
(a) (5,4'= 0,
(b) 5^ = 0 on & and S1'1,
(c) J(*J4f)s = 0 on absolute cycles,
(d) lAx)]^*,

(e) i\A\x l
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(e') J \x\a\Ax)\2dx£ 2i(

 X* , 1 \x\a\F\x)\2dx, ίfn = 3,foranya>ί,
ui τ {μ — y3)ui

(f) the gauges agree on boundary spheres S\

(g) $\Al\2ds^ — $\FψdS.
s° v—y3s°

The proof of the lemma is in [19] except for (e') which involves the weighted L2

norm and is proved in [17].
A consequence of Lemma 4.5 is the inequality

if n = 3, (J \x\<\AXxTdx)112 ύyJ (J Wα|F(x)|^V/2,

(4.12)

\ / 1 \ 1 / 2

(4.12')

We now turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 4.1. First, let n = 4. We
integrate by parts over each Uι to obtain:

ί \F'(x)\2dx= j (Ai,D*Fί)-

= / 1 + / 2 +boundary terms. (4.13)

Using the field equation (YMHJ, D*F = [Dφ,φ'], we find

I± = J (A\[Dφ,φ~])S J \Dφ\2dx+ J \Aι\2\φ\2dx

^§\Dφ\2dx+ j |^Ί4(ix+ J |φ|4Jx.

From (4.120,

73

ί I ^ Ί 2 ^ + J
1/2

using the Schwarz inequality and (4.12').
Combining terms and replacing small constants by ε, we find,

(l-ε) j \F(x)\2dx^ J |D0|2dχ+ j |<£|4dx+ j - J A1,Λ(*?),. (4.14)
Uι Uι Ui Si"1 Si

Adding the integrals over each U\ we see that intermediate boundary terms
cancel, the boundary integrals tend to zero as ί tends to infinity, and we are left
with

(1-β) J \F(x)\2dxS J (\Dφ\2 + \φ\*)dx+$\Ai\\Fs\dS. (4.15)
11 11 °
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Using Schwarz' inequality and (g) of Lemma 4.5 proves the inequality (4.9) of
Theorem 4.2.

Next, let n = 3. We now require that τ < 2 and we also make an additional
restriction on y namely, we assume y < y4, where

v l / 2

\2-y

We again integrate by parts over each Ul to obtain

J \x\a\Fi(x)\2dx= J (

= / x + / 2 +boundary terms. (4.13')
Now,

f α|*Γ Vl |F |^

V ^ /V

By the assumption on y4, and for α close to 1, the coefficient of the first integral is
small, and combining terms,

(1-ε') J |x |α |F(x) | 2dx^ J |x|α(Dφ|2 + |φ|4)dx +boundary terms. (4.14;)
I/* I/*

The rest of the proof is exactly analogous to the 4 dimensional case, and we obtain
(4.8), and hence, Theorem 4.2.

5. Statement and Proof of the Removable Singularity Theorem

Let n = 3 or 4. In this section, we combine the preceding results to prove:

Theorem 5.1 (Removable Singularities). Let η be a bundle over B — {0} with compact
structure group G. Suppose that (F, φ) is a smooth solution of the Yang-Mills-Higgs
eguations in B — {0}. We assume in all cases that FeLnl2, n = 3,4. If λ>0, we make
no assumptions on φ or Dφ in a neighborhood of the origin. If λ < 0, we assume that t

φeL3 + ε(B) for some ε > 0 if n = 3, and φeL4(B) if n = 4. If λ = 0, we assume
φeLn/n~2(B). Then, there is a continuous gauge transformation such that (F,φ) is
gauge equivalent to a C00 pair over B, and η extends continuously to a bundle over B.

We now put all previous estimates together to obtain

Proposition 5.2. For some <5>0,

(5.1)

(5.2)

Proof From (3.1) with \x\ = r, we obtain

\x\2(\F(x)\ + \Dφ(x)\)^C\\h\\Ln/2(Vr) S Cx \\F\\Ln/2{Vr)
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We now use the fact that φ is bounded and that Dφ satisfies (4.7) if n = 3 and
(4.6) if n = 4.

If n = 4, from (4.11),

MHlFix^ + lDφix)])^^2+ k2r(log^j ' +k3r
2

9

where β > 0.
If n = 3, from Holder's inequality and (4.10),

ί \x\"\F{x)\2dx)112

with β>0 independent of α. Choosing α sufficiently close to one proves the
proposition.

Corollary 5.3. The curvature F is in LP for n/2Sp<n/(2 — δ) and (F, φ) is a weak
solution of the field equations in the full ball B.

(The proof is elementary.)

Proposition 5.4. If FeLp(B)nCco{B—{0}) with p>n/2, then there is a connection
AeH\(B) withp>n/2.

Proof. Using the broken Hodge gauge construction (Lemma 4.5), we obtain on
each U\ a connection AιeL2p for p>n/2 and norm uniformly bounded by the Lp

norm of F. Since dAi = Fi-\[A\Ai\ dAleLp for p>n/2. This, together with the
equation δAι = 0 implies that VAιeLp for p > n/2. Letting A = {A\x\ xe U1} proves
the proposition.

We next apply the following theorem of Uhlenbeck [20],

Proposition 5.5. Suppose F is the curvature form of a connection A, with Ln/2 norm
sufficiently small If FeLp for p > n/2, then (F, A) is gauge equivalent by a continuous
gauge transformation to (F, A), where

(i) δA = 0,
(ii) \\A\\HPί^C\\F\\LP,p>n/2.

From Proposition 5.5, we find in the new gauge that (A, φ) satisfies the system
of equations

-], ( 5 . 3 a )

^ 2 ) φ . (5.3b)

Computations similar to those in Sect. 3 applied to (5.3a) show that W= 1 + \A\
is a subsolution of an inequality:

\{VW- Vζ+fWζ)dx^0 (5.4)
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for all non-negative ζeC^(B). From (ii) of Proposition 5.5, the boundedness of φ,
and the growth conditions (4.5) and (4.6), it is not hard to see that a Morrey growth
condition (1.11) is satisfied by / Therefore, W, and hence, A, is bounded in B.

We now turn to Eq. (5.3b) which we write in component form:

Δφ^F^φ^Vφ). (5.5)

We want to apply the results of Hildebrandt and Widman [10] on regularity of
solutions of systems in diagonal form. Since the connection A is bounded, Fι is
bounded, measurable. In the notation of [8], Aaβ = δaβ in our case, and therefore,
the ellipticity constant λ = l. More importantly, Fι depends linearly on Vφ.
Therefore, if φ is bounded by M, we find that

Λ-b (5.6)

with 2 M ε < l .
We conclude [8, Theorem 6.6(Hi)] that φ and Dφ are Holder continuous in B.
Returning to (5.3a), we find that the components of A satisfy a system exactly of

the form (5.5) with Aaβ = δaβ

9 λ~ 1, Fι linear in VA\ and also, Fι bounded since φ
and Vφ are bounded. By the same theorem of Hildebrandt-Widman, A and DA
are Holder continuous. Standard elliptic theory now implies φ and A are C00 in
B. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

Note added. The corresponding theorem for these equations in two dimensions has been proved by
P. D. Smith and will appear in a forthcoming paper.
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